Abstract. We propose a decentralized downlink scheduling protocol for wireless cellular networks that allows each base station to control its transmission power. On the beginning of each scheduling period, neighbor base stations exchange their local system states, i.e., channel, traffic and position statistics of their local mobile users. But on each slot of the current scheduling period, the base stations may not be able to receive full information from neighbor cells. Therefore, to enable the base stations to make optimal decisions, for user scheduling and transmission power control, we develop an analytical optimization framework, based on the theory of Partially Observable Markov Decision Process. To help a base station, this decision-theoretic approach uses the history of observations about neighbor base stations system statistics and their scheduling policies. Simulations show that our approach is more efficient than existing centralized scheduling approaches which due to the high complexity they do not allow base stations to communicate with each other.
Introduction
A major source of performance degradation in wireless cellular networks is interference from neighbor Base Stations (BS). To mitigate this problem, a combination of user scheduling and transmission power control of BSs must be well managed, such that the required signal strength and sufficient transmission quality is achieved.
In [1, 2] , authors proposed a BS Controller (BSC) 1 that collects information about users from all cells all over the network on the beginning of each scheduling period. This BSC selects the optimal scheduling policy according to link state and traffic state of each user. Due to high complexity, these works do not consider possible mobility of users and they do not control transmission power of BSs; i.e., the authors assume that BSs would either transmit with maximum power or turn off their transistor. Such a structure (centralized scheduling) is expensive and is not involved in high speed data communication standards in the case of 4G LTE (Long Term Evolution). Therefore, our approach concentrates on a distributed algorithm, and due to the nature 1 The BSC functionality is performed by a radio network controller (RNC) in 3GPP of low complexity of distributed algorithms each BS is capable of controlling its transmission power and user mobility.
In our proposed approach, each BS collects system states of neighbor cells (i.e., traffic statistics, position and the link quality of each user in neighbor cells), on the beginning of each scheduling period. On each slot of current scheduling period, the BSs do not have full knowledge of neighbor cells system states; continuous information exchange is energy inefficient and has high communication overhead. We adopt a decision-theoretic approach in the framework of Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP). This formulation helps each BS to adopt the history of its observations about neighborhood system state information and their reaction to each system state. Accordingly, each BS infers the system states of neighbor BS on each slot, and extracts how neighbor BS takes the course of scheduling policy with some uncertainty. This leads to optimal decisions for each BS. We show that our approach works efficiently compared with the algorithms proposed in [1, 2] . This paper introduces the network and protocol model in Section 2. The proposed joint distributed optimization of power control and user scheduling policy and the POMDP representation is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents our simulation results. Our conclusion is stated in Section 5.
The Network model
We consider a set M={1,2,.., } of BSs, where each BS serves a set of users located in its serving area. The set of serving users of BS m∈M is denoted by K m , the set of adjacent BSs of BS m by m and the set of all users served by all BSs u∈{m}∪ m is
. All BSs share a frequency bandwidth W, i.e., the frequency reuse factor is one. BSs allocate resources to users every time slot t for t= 1, 2, ….
Each BS has tp discrete downlink transmission powers where P={p 1 , p 2 , …, p tp } is the set of downlink transmission powers. Each BS adjusts its transmission power to a power level in P, in order to maintain the required signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver sides. We assume that at each given time slot at most one user in a cell can receive data service from the corresponding BS. We let I k (t) denotes user scheduling indicator; i.e. I k (t)=1 if the user k is scheduled at time slot t, and 0 otherwise, thereby resulting at
The received SINR k (t) at user k∈K m at slot t is given by:
where
Gt is the link gain of BS l on user k∈K m at a given time slot t, P l (t) is the transmission power of BS l and σ k is the ambient noise at user k∈K m . Following the Shannon's formula [6] , the data rate for user k∈K m is given by: 
The Scheduling algorithm and POMDP Formula
Since this algorithm considers queue statistics and position statistics, we call it distributive queue-aware and position-aware algorithm (DQPA):
Step 1: At the beginning of each scheduling period with T slots, neighbor BSs exchange buffer statistics, position statistics and link quality of associated local users.
Step 2: Each BS constructs the optimal user scheduling and power control policy for its own cell, for the current scheduling period with T slots. To so do, a BS m∈ uses its history of observations to approximate the state of users in neighbor cells on each slot of current scheduling period, and to approximate the scheduling policy of neighbor BSs for their system states.
Step 3: At each slot, each BS broadcasts a preamble with transmission power obtained from the optimum policy in step 2.
Step 4: Each user estimates received SINR using Eq. 1. In each cell, a local user with maximum achievable performance gain would be chosen by serving BS.
Due to the distributed nature of the algorithm, in step 2, BS m cannot ensure the true system state of each user in local cell and neighbor cells, at each slot of next scheduling period. But in this step, BS m needs to make the optimum scheduling policy on the beginning of the scheduling period, by considering information received in first step. To enable this, POMDP optimization framework would be extended. POMDP fully represents the network to each BS: it defines all possible physical states of users in the local and neighbor cells using state space S, all possible scheduling policies that a BS can perform in its local cell using action space A, the immediate performance gain that BS can achieve by performing a particular action in the current state using reward function R, to what state it will transit by taking course of any action using transition function T and what future rewards the BSC would achieve in the new transited states. In the rest of this section the initial objective is to choose state space that faithfully depicts the system for each BS. Then H is the total set of all link states in the users in
The whole system state space depends on all the individual parameters representing each user's system state. The system state space is denoted by S and is defined as, S={L × Q × H }={s 1 , s 2 ,…, s SN }, where s i is a system state and SN=(C N q h) N is the total number of system states. To infer the situation of the system at each slot of next scheduling period, BS m develops probability of being in each state s i ∈S, using history of observations and actions. The probability of sitting in state s i ∈S at time slot t is called belief of BS m of being in state s i at time slot t, and is denoted by b t (s i ). Then, the belief of BS m is denoted by b t (S) and is defined as 
where a∈A represents all possible user scheduling and power control policy that
BSs u∈{m}∪ m can take, o k ∈O={P 1 × P 2 × ...× P Nv } is the observation set of BSs m which is obtained in step 3 of DQPA. After BSs in u∈{m}∪ m perform scheduling policy defined by a∈A at time slot t-1 and they land in s i (t), Z(o k (t),a(t-1),s i (t)) defines the likelihood of making observation o k ∈O by BS m. This probability depends on how BS m learns the stochastic nature of decisions made by neighbors. Algorithms for POMDP to find observation probabilities exist in the literature [4] and references therein, and are applicable to our problem. Solving POMDP model for every BS in the network, we would have an optimum scheduling policy for every belief state and observation. We will not go into details of how policy function, is defined and how it is solved as it would constitute a detailed discussion by itself and they will be pursued in our future work.
consideration of transmission power control of BSs, and they isolate a BS from communication with neighbor BSs. Each BS computes its optimal user scheduling regardless to its neighbor cells. The BSC gathers this information and dictates the BSs their local optimum user scheduling policy. for each user N q =9.
As in [1] , we consider all possible user distribution scenarios, which is denoted by . is a real value varying between 0 and 1 which reflects the percentage of users in a cell that are located in the cell edge (interference area). We have used the notations GAT (Geographic Average Throughput) and AET (Average Edge Throughput), which define the users all over the cell and users that exist in the cell edge, respectively.
As Fig. 1 shows, we observe a higher performance gain for DQPA:GAT and DQPA:AET, specifically when increases. Despite the fact that, Baseline 1 takes advantage of a BSC, it does not allow the BSs to communicate with each other. Also, Baseline 1 uses a set of on/off patterns for BSs. When a BS is dictated to be off by Baseline 1, DQPA schedules a user with a well designed transmission power.
Next, we compare Baseline 2 with DQPA. Baseline 2 extends Baseline 1 by considering queue parameters to support delay sensitive flows (VoIP, videoconferencing, stream video, etc.). Since a BS can fully observe system states of local cell users, Baseline 1 models the optimum policy in the cell by MDP. We adopt the simulation environment used in [2] to compare the average delay of our algorithm with Baseline 2; 2-tire 19 cell network with 3 users in each cell distributed randomly. Fig. 2 shows that average delay of all schemes decreases as transmission power increases, but there is significant performance gain of DQPA compared to Baseline 2, which is due to power controlled transmissions and negotiation between neighbor BSs by DQPA.
Conclusion
We studied distributed downlink scheduling for wireless cellular networks that supports mobility of users and enables BSs to control their transmission power. We discuss how POMDP mathematical framework enables each BS to take the optimum course of actions. In our future work, we will study how the defined POMDP framework can be formulated, such that belief states and policy function can be computed by each BS. Finally, simulation results are provided to illustrate the throughput performance of our scheduling approach.
